There is a dearth of research on citizenship education in post-genocide countries. The present article investigates the citizenship concept informing Itorero, a non-formal citizenship education platform meant for High School Leavers (hereafter HSLs) in post-genocide Rwanda. To this end, the article engages with classical notions of citizenship such as civic republicanism, liberalism and communitarianism as well as modern ones, namely, cosmopolitanism and radical democracy, in a bid to identify the notion deemed preferable to these competing notions. It is revealed that the Itorero training relies heavily on the civic republican/communitarian concepts of citizenship. The article argues that while these concepts contain constructive elements, such as fostering courage, self-sacrifice, patriotism, connectedness, and common good concern, excessive pursuit of this citizenship model might not be helpful for post-genocide Rwanda. The civic republican/ communitarian paradigm as it is practiced in Itorero training is likely to produce uncritical and docile citizens. Perhaps paradoxically, it might also be seen to encourage fanaticism.
INTRODUCTION
It is very possible that one of the root causes of the 1994 genocide perpetrated against the Tutsi in Rwanda is a distorted understanding of citizenship. The latter was confined to ethnic belonging. Since the Tutsi were portrayed by colonialists (both Germans and Belgians) as being of Hamitic origin, they were perceived in the eyes of fellow Rwandans as foreigners, as invaders and not really bona fide Rwandan citizens (Adejumobi 2001, 164-167; Kabwete Mulinda 2002, 50-51; Prunier 1995, 10-11) . This situation suggests that one cannot envisage reconstruction, social cohesion and peace building in Rwanda while ignoring the issue of citizenship. As Davies (2005) points out, citizenship education is a crucial facet of reconstruction in post-conflict countries.
In this context, in addition to formal citizenship education, the Government of Rwanda These questions are answered by engaging with classical notions of citizenship, namely, civic republicanism, liberalism, and communitarianism as well as modern ones such as cosmopolitanism and radical democracy. The article reveals that the Itorero training relies heavily on the civic republican/communitarian notions of citizenship. We argue that excessive pursuit of this model might not be appropriate for post-genocide Rwanda. The main argument is that the civic republican/communitarian paradigm as it is practiced in post-genocide Rwanda is likely to produce uncritical and docile citizens. Perhaps paradoxically, it might also be seen to encourage fanaticism.
In the main, the present article contributes to the existing literature on citizenship education in two important ways. Firstly, although citizenship education has become a buzz word since the late 20 th century (Kymlicka and Norman 1994; Heater 1990; Vogel and Moran 1991) , there is a dearth of research on the topic with regard to post-genocide countries. As a matter of fact, large scale citizenship studies, such as the 1971 International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement Civic Education Study (CIVED 1971) 1 , CIVED The present article aims to fill this gap. It critically investigates the citizenship concept at work in post-genocide Rwanda, with a specific focus on the Itorero scheme for HSLs. Educating young Rwandans for citizenship is of paramount importance. Drawing on Quaynor (2015) , it can be argued that the future of the political landscape in Rwanda largely depends on how young people are taught and conceptualize the notion of being 'a good citizen'. In other words, the ways that young people understand and enact citizenship is likely to influence the political direction of Rwanda.
Secondly, formal citizenship education is manifest and popular in many African countries.
However, it does not yield many noteworthy results (Mhlauli 2012; Harber 1997; Otiende and Oanda 2000) . This is evidenced by intermittent tribal wars, the current weak popular understanding of democratic culture and institutions, and weak inclinations towards political involvement beyond voting in parliamentary or presidential elections (Torney-Purta, Lehmann, Oswald and Schulz 2001; Davies 2005; Quaynor 2015) . It is argued that formal citizenship education in Africa is largely ineffective, owing to both the low priority that teachers give to the subject and the continued predominance of didactic, teacher-centred pedagogy (TorneyPurta et al. 2001; Neubauer 2012; Harrison and Baumgartl 2002) . Formal citizenship education in post-genocide Rwanda is no exception (Freedman, Weinstein, Murphy and Longman 2008; King 2013) .
Against this backdrop, several studies (e.g. Antal and Easton 2009; Ake 1996; Ogot 1999; Osaghae 2006; Neubauer 2012) have revealed that there is a need to revitalize African nonformal or indigenous citizenship education practices. The idea is that citizenship education in present-day Africa should draw on its cultural heritage and adapt its good practices to today's situation and demands. It is in this context that the post-genocide Rwanda revived its traditional citizenship education program, Itorero.
While there has been a strong commitment to build on African indigenous practices in citizenship education, little attention has been paid to the evaluation of their implementation.
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The present article also aims to fill this vacuum. It strives to assess the extent to which, if any, the Itorero training in post-genocide Rwanda specifically the scheme meant for HSLs avoids the problems of traditional African citizenship education practices, chief among which is indoctrination as opposed to reflective thinking (Adeyemi and Adeyinka 2003; Enslin and Horsthemke 2004 ).
The present study aims to reveal the strengths and weaknesses of traditional models in citizenship education. Furthermore, it is hoped that researchers, educationalists and policy makers will benefit from the findings of this study, particularly in relation to citizenship education practices in post-genocide contexts. This study hopes to contribute to the improvement of citizenship education of HSLs, which is crucial to the reconstruction process, social cohesion, and peace building in Rwanda.
The present study employs a mixed-method design involving: (i) a survey questionnaire coupled with focus group discussions with HSLs, and (ii) interviews with NIC officials and
Itorero trainers. These instruments were found appropriate, because they allowed access to first hand information from people directly involved in the Itorero training.
The article is divided into the following four sections. The first section contains general considerations regarding citizenship and citizenship education. Secondly, the landscape of citizenship education in post-genocide Rwanda is outlined in a bid to locate the revival of Itorero, mainly in the scheme for HSLs. Thirdly, the conceptual framework and methodology guiding the study are articulated. The fourth section is dedicated to key findings and discussion.
GENERAL CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING CITIZENSHIP
Citizenship is a rather contested, ambiguous and complex concept (Riesenberg 1992; Wayne 2004; Oliver and Heater 1994; Ramphele 2001) . Nonetheless, Carr (1991, 374) reminds us that contested concepts have an 'uncontested' common core by virtue of which they convey a certain message. This article employs the following working definition, which of course will be enriched in what follows: 'Citizenship is normally taken to mean the membership of and participation in the activities of a community or group communities' (Bailey 1998, 14) .
Citizenship has three dimensions: legal, political, and social (Marshall 1964; Phelan 2001; Osler and Starkey 2005) . The legal dimension of citizenship has to do with rights, entitlements and privileges, like the right to vote, to stand for election, to own property, etc. (Osler and Starkey 2005, 11; Staeheli and Hammet 2010, 673) .
CONSIDERATIONS REGARDING CITIZENSHIP EDUCATION
In general terms, citizenship education can be understood as the transmission of knowledge, skills, values and attitudes that will enable young people to participate meaningfully in the community of which they are part locally, nationally, and globally (Arthur, Davies and Hahn 2008, 5-6) . In terms of content, citizenship education usually covers areas such as 'national history, constitutions and political systems, citizen and human rights, international organizations and relations, economic and welfare, media, environmental issues, and civic virtues' (Torney-Purta et al. 2001, 163) .
With regard to its mode of delivery, citizenship education may be formal, non-formal or informal. Formal citizenship education is usually associated with certification and includes education and training in institutions like schools. It has a sequential curriculum and an established structure of assessment (Chioncel and Jansen 2004, 23) . Formal citizenship education can be a specific subject; integrated with social science subjects; integrated across all subjects or an extra-curricular activity (Arthur, Davies and Hahn 2008, 489) . On the other hand, non-formal citizenship education refers to all systematic or well-organized educational interventions outside the formal system. It is a kind of state intervention in post-school learning (Chioncel and Jansen 2004, 23) . Informal citizenship education is defined as the unorganized, unsystematic, and/or unintended lifelong learning at home, work, and through the media (Chioncel and Jansen 2004, 23 In what follows, a discussion on the revived 'Itorero' is presented with a specific focus on the scheme meant for HSLs.
Itorero teaching: The case for HSLs
The traditional Itorero (before colonialism) focused primarily on military training and sport; it was a way of training a professional army. Secondary consideration was given to other domains of education such as moral (values and taboos of the Rwandan culture), political (vision and policies of the Rwandan kingdom), cultural (traditional songs and dances), and linguistics and literary education (poetry, debate and rhetoric) (Ndaruhutse 2008; Vansina 2004; Codère 1973 ;
Maison des Jeunes de Kimisagara 2008).
In the revived Itorero, emphasis is placed on moral and political education. Concerning moral education, the NIC has defined seven key values that every Rwandan is expected to know and live by. These are Rwandanness, patriotism, integrity, courage, self-sacrifice, love for a well-done work, and upholding one's dignity. Taboos have also been defined and they include issues like shedding blood, inattention to result, avoidance of accountability, untrustworthiness, 
CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK
The following five conceptions of citizenship and citizenship education are significant in the present study: civic republicanism, liberalism, communitarianism, cosmopolitanism, and radical democracy.
The civic republican notion of citizenship and citizenship education
For civic republicanism, a 'good citizen' is one who demonstrates a strong sense of active political participation or civic engagement, and selfless dedication to the good of the political community (Honohan 2002) . Furthermore, according to this notion, the good of the public community takes precedence over private interests (Van Steenbergen 1994; Honohan 2002; Heater 2004; Sandel 1999) , and individual rights are subordinate to one's duties and responsibilities (Heater 2004; Sandel 1999) . Citizenship education, under civic republicanism, focuses on the transmission of civic virtues such as placing the public above the private, subordinating personal interests to the common good, and being courageous and patriotic. It also prioritizes discharging one's duties over enjoying ones' rights (Sandel 1999; Heater 2004 ).
The civic republican notion of citizenship and citizenship education has been criticized by various scholars. They say that it sacrifices individual rights (Mouffe 1992) , ignores the private sphere as an important domain (Heater 2004 ) and is 'inherently oppressive, moralistic, exclusive, militaristic and masculinist' (Honohan 2002, 6) . Despite its drawbacks, civic republicanism seems to represent a middle ground between liberalism and communitarianism (Van Steenbergen 1994; Honohan 2002) which are examined in the next sections.
The liberal notion of citizenship and citizenship education
In broad terms, liberalism is characterized by the following features: equality and individual freedom, acceptance of competing conceptions of the good, dualism between public and private spheres, neutrality of the state, and the rejection of the formative project, i.e. inculcating civic virtues in the youth (Walzer 1989, 211) .
The liberal notion of citizenship acknowledges the values of the individual. It is with this notion that the rise of individual rights occurs and recognition of equality of all people gains significance. Liberalism also depicts the person as free from any conceptions of the good established by society or the state. As fundamentally free, the person has to define for herself the type of life which she judges to be worthwhile.
A number of studies (e.g. Sandel 1999; Kymlicka and Norman 1994; Tomasi 2001; Galston 1988) have suggested that when considering liberalism and citizenship education, it is essential to bear in mind the existence of two strands: procedural or anti-perfectionist liberalism, and perfectionist liberalism.
Procedural liberalism maintains that the smooth functioning of the polity does not necessarily rest on virtuous citizens (Sandel 1999, 211) , and check and balance mechanisms would be enough to counteract oppression (Kymlicka and Norman 1994, 359) . It is suggested that citizenship education amounts only to teaching young people how best to exercise their rights and discharge their duties (Tomasi 2001 ).
On the other hand, perfectionist liberalism believes that virtue is essential for the success of the polity (Kymlicka and Norman 1994; Galston 1989) . It follows that citizenship education should instill in young people liberal virtues such as courage, law-abidance, loyalty, independence and tolerance (Galston 1988 (Galston , 1281 (Galston -1282 , and public spiritedness or public reasonableness, a sense of justice, and civility (Kymlicka 1997, 1-6) . It is crucial to note that procedural liberalism contrasts more sharply with civic republicanism than does perfectionist liberalism. In the present article, liberalism is understood mainly in the more common, procedural sense. Procedural liberalism has been challenged on several grounds: its conception of the person as separate from and prior to community, its acceptance of competing conceptions of the good, and the requirement of state neutrality (Mulhall and Swift 2007; Kartal 2002; Faulks 2000) . The communitarian notion of citizenship is sometimes portrayed as an attempt to remedy the weaknesses of liberalism.
The communitarian notion of citizenship and citizenship education
The communitarian concept of citizenship relies fundamentally on the following elements: a conception of the person as a social being, the priority of the community over the individual, emphasis on the common good and on common perception of the 'good' (Sandel 1982; Mulhall and Swift 2007; Carney 1992; Van Steenbergen 1994; Etzioni 1993) . Unlike liberalism, which perceives the person as an isolated self, privately modelling and pursuing her own conception of the 'good', communitarianism affirms that the person is part and parcel of the community from which she receives identity, self-understanding, the 'good' and values. This suggests that 234 the liberal 'unencumbered self' (Mulhall and Swift 2007, 158) is replaced by the 'embedded self' (Carney 1992, 274) .
Again unlike the liberal citizen who condones the dualism between the public and the private, communitarian citizens value the common good and common bonds to which they subordinate their self-interests. It is in this context that Sandel (1982) contends that liberalism (as individualism) is the politics of rights, while communitarianism is the politics of the common good. Different scholars (e.g. Arthur 1998; Avineri and De-Shalit 1992; Etzioni 1993) affirm that communitarianism places strong faith in citizenship education to ensure the wellbeing of society. Citizenship education should focus on the transmission of values that the community has defined as core to its survival (Arthur 1998, 362) . A 'good citizen' is one who values the community and its ethos, and preserves the common good.
The communitarian notion has been criticized on the basis of overemphasizing the authority of the community. Some see it as inherently conservative (Avineri and De-Shalit 1992) while others argue that it is likely to lead to totalitarianism (Mulhall and Swift 2007) . It has also been observed that communitarianism, through its emphasis on our attachment to community, places strong limits on individual freedom and autonomy (Arthur 1998 ).
The cosmopolitan notion of citizenship and citizenship education
Several studies (e.g. Smith (2007, 46) maintains that certain virtues are required which includes the ability to step back from one's ties and commitments without disowning them; and developing a heightened feeling or care for the world. The cosmopolitan notion of citizenship has been criticized for undermining and diluting the very notion of citizenship. According to Miller (1998, 60) , it does not have a real ground or a tangible concrete community. Another contention is that cosmopolitanism lacks a legal backing either in the natural law or positive law (Neff 1998) .
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The radical democratic notion of citizenship and citizenship education
The radical democratic notion of citizenship understands citizenship in terms of strong political participation (Delanty 2000) The radical democratic idea of considering each group in politics has been severely criticised. A significant contention is that a good number of public matters necessitate special skills from experts, which the common demos or populace does not have. In this regard, Isin and Turner (2002) argue that radical democacry is inattentive to real and material power relationships.
The present research seeks to establish the extent to which the Rwanda's Itorero embraces ideas that relate to the aforementioned citizenship concepts. In what follows, the methodology guiding the present study is briefly discussed.
METHODOLOGY
The present article follows the mixed method design. It is a quantitative-qualitative study that In order to investigate the citizenship notion informing the Itorero training, its graduates, i.e. HSLs were presented with a list of 21 items describing a 'good citizen'. 5 Using a four-point
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Likert scale (1 = strongly disagree, 2 = disagree, 3 = agree, 4 = strongly agree) HSLs were to indicate the extent to which they agree with the idea that suggested items coincide with the image of a 'good citizen' fostered by Itorero teaching. These items were drawn from the five citizenship notions constituting the conceptual framework. Civic republicanism generated four items: placing public interests above private ones; fulfilling one's duties and responsibilities; being loyal to the state; and serving in the military. Liberalism contributed the four following items: pursuing one's private interests; enjoying one's rights and privileges; obeying the law;
and having the ability to question ideas.
Communitarianism provided five items: being a role model; respecting core values of one's community; preserving the community's common good; putting the national identity above all other identities; and reducing social inequalities. Cosmopolitanism contributed the four following items: viewing oneself as a member of the world community; fighting human rights violations locally; fighting human rights violations globally; and protecting the environment. Radical democracy contributed four items: participating actively in politics;
respecting minority groups; joining a political party; and participating in elections.
For reliability purposes, the questionnaire for HSLs was subjected to Cronbach's Alpha test. The obtained reliability is .73, which is a good score given that the standard is .60 and above. As for validity, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) and Confirmatory Factor Analysis (CFA) were conducted on the 21 items depicting a 'good citizen'.
PCA was performed using SPSS 22 and CFA was done by means of AMOS 22. The end result of PCA and CFA was four scales with a good fit with the data: the goodness-of-fit index (GFI) is .97; the comparative fit index (CFI) is .93; and the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) is .039. The obtained goodness-of-fit is acceptable, although the CFI is slightly below the standard (.95). The PCA output and the CFA model are in the appendices.
RESULTS: THE DOMINANT CITIZENSHIP NOTION IN THE ITORERO TRAINING
The extent to which each scale is recognized (by HSLs) as informing the Itorero training is provided in Table 1 . Overall, these results lead to the conclusion that according to HSLs, although the Itorero training engages with a variety of citizenship notions, it is strongly committed to the civic republican/communitarian concepts of citizenship. The present research investigates whether such a ranking varies within subgroups. To this effect, parametric inferential techniques (independent t-Test and ANOVA) were used given the assumption of normality and homogeneity of variance.
In terms of gender, a statistically significant difference was found between males and females in their rating of the conventional democratic notion of citizenship: t988 = -3.026 where p = .003. However, the effect size is small (Cohen's D score = 0.19). Indeed, female respondents favoured the conventional democratic notion slightly more than male respondents. Their respective means are 1.70 (SD = 2.53) and 1.20 (SD = 2.60). In relation to marital status, age, and training periods, no statistically significant difference was found within subgroups in rating citizenship notions.
These inferential results suggest that, in general, HSLs describe the image of a 'good citizen' endorsed by Itorero training nearly in the same way regardless of their gender, marital status, age, and training period. The implication of this finding goes as follows: the conclusion that the Itorero training scheme for HSLs is strongly committed to the civic republican/communitarian notions does not vary according to subgroups; it cuts across subgroups. This conclusion is supported by results from focus group discussions with HSLs, and results from interviews with both trainers and NIC officials.
Evidence 1: Focus group discussion results with HSLs
HSLs were asked to tell briefly how they would describe a 'good citizen' based on the teaching they received in the Itorero training. The following is an exemplary opinion:
According to the Itorero teaching, a 'good citizen' is one who loves the country. Loving the country at all times, this was constantly emphasized. A 'good citizen' loves the country and is ready to fight and defend it in case its security is at stake. I remember at one time they [the trainers] put to us a saying that 'you refuse your blood to the country, and dogs eat it up without pay'. The idea is that you may refuse to fight for your country and later you die shamefully in a foreign land. Your blood which you refused for your country is still lost. We were also told that 'good citizens' help each other ..
. [P11]

Evidence 2: Interviews with Itorero district trainers
Itorero district trainers were requested to describe in a few words the image of a 'good citizen' they communicate to HSLs. Here is one of the answers:
Before I go any further, there is a slogan which we use most frequently and which could help you understand the image of a 'good citizen' we communicate. This slogan reads as follows: 'I am an authentic Rwandan who loves her country and countrymen, strives for self-reliance, and upholds her dignity'. Do you understand who an authentic Rwandan is? The teaching we provide to HSLs is primarily meant to allow them to have the value of loving the country. When you love your country, by implication you love its inhabitants; the country is nothing rather than its people ...
[P51]
Evidence 3: Interviews with NIC officials
Regarding the question whether, according to NIC officials, the civic republican and communitarian notions of citizenship would inform the Itorero training for HSLs, the answer is very positive, as is apparent in the following view:
We teach that a 'good Rwandan citizen' is one who has values and taboos of the Rwandan culture and lives up to them. This allows her to love the country and its people. Second, it is someone who is happy about the way she is treated by the country. In response, she is ready to sacrifice herself for the country, and if the situation demands that, she is ready to fight and die for it.
[P62]
Upon close scrutiny of some of the views of HSLs, trainers, and NIC officials, one is led to conclude that they depict 'good citizenship' along civic republican and communitarian concepts, given the relative emphasis placed on patriotism, self-sacrifice, respect for community's core values, and dedication to the common good.
DISCUSSION
Are the civic republican/communitarian citizenship notions appropriate and indeed desirable for post-genocide Rwanda?
The civic republican aspect is examined first in this section. Findings from the present study reveal that relying heavily on the civic republican paradigm renders the Itorero training scheme prey to civic republican pitfalls such as those elaborated by Honohan (2002) and Heater (2004) .
These include sacrificing individual rights (Itorero emphasises patriotism and self-sacrifice) and the risk of indoctrination and fanaticism (consider teaching about and recruiting members for the ruling political party, i.e. the Rwanda Patriotic Front -RPF -during Itorero training).
These points will be elaborated on later. Besides, due to heavy dependence on the civic republican notion, the Itorero training scheme for HSLs tends to be moralistic (in reference to the established list of values to be taught and taboos to be avoided), militaristic (military exercises are empasized, e.g. parade and drill), and masculinist (female participants find some physical exercises done in the Itorero training beyond their capacity). Among the above mentioned problems, the risks of indoctrination and fanaticism deserve particular attention.
One of the surprising results to emerge from focus group discussions with HSLs is that while Itorero has got a mandate to 'bring up a patriotic Rwandan who has values and taboos of the Rwandan culture and who has the culture of Intore' (Law N° 41/2013 (Law N° 41/ of 16/06/2013 determining the NIC's mission, organization and functioning, article 6), it is being diverted into a forum to teach about and recruit members for the ruling political party -the RPF. Findings from the present study show that, nearly all informants (HSLs), agree that in their training sites lessons on the RPF are provided, and interested HSLs are encouraged to take an oath of allegiance to the ruling party. Hence, one of the HSLs says:
I knew and had heard about the RPF. But it is particularly in the Itorero training that I received substantial instructions, following which I came to have a better understanding of its principles.
[P32]
However, nearly all participants seem to agree that joining the RPF is done on a 'voluntary basis'; they appear to be convinced that there is no use of force or direct coercion. One informant explains this in the following terms:
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Nobody forced me at all to join the RPF. There is a common saying used by our leaders that 'results speak for themselves'. In view of this, after seeing all achievements that Rwanda recorded thanks to the RPF, and after being informed of how far we have come .... I joined the RPF on my own, nobody compelled me to do so. [P23] That the Itorero training for HSLs is partly an instrument for the ruling party to teach its driving ideology and recruit members is also affirmed by a vast majority of Itorero trainers. Two examples follow:
Yes, on our site, trainees [HSLs] were given a talk about how the RPF delivered the country from the hands of killers. At the same occasion, RPF principles were explained; and HSLs were shown the progress so far made thanks to RPF leadership. At the end of the talk, interested trainees were asked to become members of the RPF and take the oath of allegiance. A good number of HSLs joined and took the oath of allegiance to the RPF, but nobody was forced to do so. One NIC official also underscored the fact that the Itorero training does teach about the RPF and recruits its members from the centers:
We teach them about patriotism; we tell them about the RPF and its main good principles. Later, HSLs, on their own, request to be members of the RPF. Therefore, we say 'okay, let those interested to join the RPF come'. But nobody is forced to join the RPF, it is not good to compel someone become a member of a particular political organization. This would be bad. [P62] The suggestion that HSLs join the RPF on their own and take the oath of allegiance voluntarily is rather dubious. What is interesting is that some NIC officials deny categorically that Itorero provides instruction on and recruits for the RPF. Consider the following defensive reaction from a concerned NIC official:
It is not possible. Teaching about the RPF is not on the training program produced by the NIC, which program ought to be followed by all training sites ... Nobody told me that someone came and stopped the program with the intention to instruct HSLs about the RPF. indoctrination and other forms of mis-education, and indeed fanaticism? Answering these questions in an even handed manner requires further investigation, which is beyond the scope of the present study. Suffice it to say at this point in time that this practice is likely to lead to indoctrination and fanaticism, which are also incidentally the outcomes of relying heavily on the civic republican model of citizenship education.
Another restraining force in the Itorero training scheme for HSLs is its overreliance on communitarianism, which has its own limitations. As outlined in the conceptual framework, the communitarian paradigm is criticized for overemphasizing the authority of the community.
While some take it as very conservative (Avineri and De-Shalit 1992) , others maintain that it places strong limits on individual freedom and autonomy (Arthur 1998) . The Itorero training scheme for HSLs is vulnerable to the critique that is conservative and that it limits individual freedom and autonomy. It displays conservatism, particularly because it establishes the list of values to be followed and taboos to be avoided. It sets limits to the autonomy and freedom of trainees because the latter do not have a say in the definition of those values and taboos. From the findings of the present study, it remains unclear as to how the Itorero training can avoid these communitarian pitfalls.
In short, the present research indicates that the civic republican/communitarian modelas it is applied in Rwanda -is limited precisely because it tends to conflate 'good citizenship' and unquestioning patriotism, blind loyalty and uncritical obedience to the ruling political party.
In this regard, findings from the present study confirm and extend other studies (e.g. Ingando. By scrutinizing closely the two platforms, these studies reveal that (i) majority of participants in Itorero were requested to join the ruling political party, the RPF, and hence, it is not wide of the mark to argue that Itorero partly serves as a forum for manufacturing citizens 242 according to the RPF ideology (Sundberg 2014) ; (ii) Itorero aims to allow the RPF win the minds and hearts of the population it liberated (Turner 2014, 424) ; and (iii) Itorero and Ingando teaching portray an ideal citizen as a 'person with obligations rather than a rightful person' (Purdekovà 2011, 45) and 'RPF loyalist' (Mgbako 2005, 217) .
Nonetheless, inspite of the above mentioned weaknesses, the present article notes that the Itorero training scheme for HSLs has some advantages. Firstly, it fosters Rwandanness which militates against emphasis on potentially divisive ethnic affiliations. The following is exemplary of the opinions of HSLs in this regard:
In our homes, we still hear so many things from our fathers, mothers and guardians. Some of the latter tell that Rwandans are not one -as it is upheld today; they teach that tall people with a sharp nose are Tutsi; short ones with a bold nose are Hutu. Besides, more often than not, we have been instructed not to visit certain families nor interact with their children. It is true; our parents have told us many things, some of which are detrimental to the unity of Rwandans. In this context, if one does not get a chance to undergo the Itorero training and learn that we are one as Rwandans, mostly likely one will grow up guided by those thwarted stereotypes. The Itorero training has set our minds free from bad ethnic ideologies received from our parents.
[P12]
The authors concur with a central aspect of Itorero teaching and with Shyaka's (2003) observation that a 'good Rwandan citizen' would be one who puts the Rwandan identity before and above all other identities. Secondly, it is quite uncontroversial that some qualities of a 'good citizen' emphasized by Itorero teaching are worth pursuing. Reference is made here to attributes such as courage, integrity, working hard and working well, being self-reliant, and defending one's dignity. Thirdly, it is surely beyond doubt that Itorero teaching acquaints HSLs with some values, sensibilities and taboos of the Rwandan culture, the history of Rwanda, and current national development programs and policies, mainly Vision 2020 and EDPRS I and II.
CONCLUSION
This study has shown that the Itorero training scheme for HSLs is robustly committed to the civic republican/communitarian notions of citizenship; it is committed to some extent to the cosmopolitan notion of citizenship; it works to a limited extent with the conventional democratic notion; and it engages, to a very limited extent, with the liberal notion of citizenship.
Some of the challenges that emerge from the overreliance on civic republican/communitarian notions have been highlighted with specific reference to indoctrination and fanaticism. It has been demonstrated that the civic republican/communitarian paradigm as practiced in postgenocide Rwanda is likely to produce blind patriotism, unqualified loyalty and uncritical obedience to the ruling party under the veil of 'good citizenship'.
However, the Itorero training can be commended for fostering Rwandanness rather than potentially divisive ethnic affiliations; promoting courage, integrity, working hard and working well, being self-reliant, and upholding one's dignity; and sensitising HSLs to values and sensibilities of the Rwandan culture, the history of Rwanda, and current national development programs and policies. In sum, the present article accounts for the strengths and limitations of a non-formal traditional training programme (Itorero) that inducts youth in citizenship education. The purpose of the study is not to assess the impact of Itorero training on HSLs; rather, what is at issue here is to investigate the image of a 'good citizen' being fostered by Itorero training.
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